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Introduction

Anna Zayaruznaya

No better epithet would seem to be available for Alejandro Enrique Planchart, the honoree of this volume, than the stirring words with which Jacobus begins the third chapter of the first book of his Speculum musice: “Musicus est qui musicam in se habet.”¹ The musicus has musica within him, as a part of himself. Alejandro is verily bursting with music, and with musicology: he is never far from singing the pertinent passage or producing the relevant name, source, or date—facts he retrieves from the multiply-grooved tablets of his well-trained and remarkable memory. Truly he is a person who has musica in se. Of course, we should be wary of anachronism: the term musicus is decidedly academic as codified by Boethius, who ranks the musicus above the cantor. The former understands the theory, whereas “mere” singers who make beautiful sounds that they cannot explain are little better than beasts—an image memorably encapsulated in the opening verses of Guido of Arezzo’s Regulæ.² This is a less apt description of Alejandro, who is more likely to praise singers and blame musicologists than the reverse. Jacobus would probably have sympathized. Though he upholds Boethius’s distinction in conceding that those who cannot sing because of, say, deficient voices will not thereby lose the name of musicus as long as they understand the consonances and other aspects of musica theorica,³ Jacobus’s praise is the highest for those in whom the practical and theoretical are united:

³. “Qui autem cantare nesciunt, vel propter defectum vocis, vel quia tales non habent usum, sciant tamen consonantium naturas et alia ad musicam theoricam spectantia, musicae non amittunt nomen”, Jacobi Leodiensis Speculum musice, 3:17.
The Masses for the Holy Cross
in Some Italian Manuscripts*

Luisa Nardini

As Alejandro Planchart has taught us in his many contributions to chant studies, but particularly in his essay on the geography of Martinmas, the transmission of liturgical formularies throughout Europe often followed multidirectional trajectories of exchange.¹ This is particularly true for those feasts that display an unstable tradition in the earliest chant manuscripts. The two feasts of the Holy Cross—the Invention, or Finding (3 May), and the Exaltation (14 September)—because of their complex history, in which Byzantine influences intermix with the Gallican and Old Roman matrices of Gregorian chant, can be considered excellent case studies. By combining chants of different dates and origins, they clearly document the work of assemblage that medieval cantors undertook to provide new liturgical formularies. In turn, Proper chants for these feasts allow us to formulate hypotheses about manuscript circulation, to speculate about written exemplars, and to discuss the cross-fertilization between liturgy, hagiography, and visual arts at the turn of the second millennium.